Flexible fiberoptic bronchoscopy in children with heart diseases: a twelve years experience.
In children, cardiac diseases and respiratory disorders are tightly linked entities whose evaluation should be performed integrally. Flexible fiberoptic bronchoscopy (FB) presents a diagnostic and therapeutic role by assessing the airway anatomically, dynamically, and through the performance of several procedures. The present study describes our experience on FB assessment in children with congenital and acquired cardiac diseases, providing a characterization of the principal demographic and clinical features. Records of 72 patients under 14 years (mean age 21 months) with heart diseases, corresponding to 104 FB performed between January 1993 and October 2004 were reviewed. The principal cardiac diseases were left-to-right shunt (51.9%), followed by right-to-left shunt (17.3%) and miscellaneous cardiopathies (8.7%). The main indications for FB assessment were study of atelectasis (35%), stridor (14%), and pneumonia (14%). Airway malacias, as a group, were the commonest finding, represented mainly by left main bronchus malacia (24%). The second most common finding was stenosis by extrinsic compression, and among these, 75% corresponded to left main bronchus compression. Sixteen different types of clinically meaningful utilities were obtained. No mortality was reported and in only one procedure was there a major complication, which was easily managed. We concluded that FB is an important and safe diagnostic-therapeutic tool in the health care of neonates, infants, and children with a variety of cardiac diseases.